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By Bobbie Ann Mason

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English
. Brand New Book. In this remarkable book, the author of Shiloh and Other Stories, In Country, and
other award-winning books gives us powerful new stories that capture the restless energy of life in
contemporary America. The characters here are travelers and seekers, feeling their way toward, or
away from the defining moments of their lives. They roam out into the world to England, Alaska,
Texas, Saudi Arabia, or ricochet back home to Kentucky, ceaselessly searching, exploring, testing
for limits. I felt strange, says Chrissy in With Jazz, as though all my life I had been zigzagging down
a wild trail to this particular place. In Charger, a teenage boy races along the interstate, seeking the
father who abandoned him years before. In Rolling into Atlanta, a young woman searches for the
kind of authenticity she remembers from her rural childhood. In Proper Gypsies, Nancy deals with
the shock of being robbed in London. In The Funeral Side, Sandra comes home to try to fulfill her
responsibilities to her family, but yearns to escape again to Alaska and the northern lights that
haunt her. Writing in the...
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It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life span will likely be enhance once you
total reading this article publication.
-- Russ Mueller-- Russ Mueller

It in a of the most popular ebook. I have got study and i am certain that i am going to likely to read again yet again in the future. I am happy to inform you
that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have study inside my very own life and might be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Alison Sta nton-- Alison Sta nton
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